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Economical Reasons: 
See EPRI MTA #3002020578 and tech brief #3002020579

The Tech Brief details benefits of digitization such as over $5M annual increase in efficiency, 
$1M reduction in maintenance, and $1M elimination of 99% spares inventory. Digitizing also 
eliminates parallax, inaccuracy, and “Stuck Needle” accidents. The savings/efficiency is esti-
mated to be over $10M annually. Covering the cost of digitizing the I&C and simulator with 
bar-digital meters in one outage. Subsequent years of NPP profits will increase by $10M x 25 

years of NPP life expectancy or $250M from $10M invested in One Outage!

Famous Quotes:
“Evolve or Perish”
“Simplicity is the Most Difficult Goal to Reach”

Loop or serial I/O

PLC Panel

Follow the Signal:
1. Install transmitters at the signal source or up to 2 miles away or in 

existing distribution panel.  Transmitters convert over 50 signals to 
4-20mA current loop (C.L.) including PID.  All meters are loop power 
and have optional isolated SPDT HV dry contacts to drive existing 
annunciators.

2. All 4-20mA C.L. outputs go from distribution panel room to existing 
control panels to the loop powered meters.  They display HMI data via 
tricolor bar-digital displays and terminate at the new cybersecurity safe 
computer room.

3. The “one output for all inputs” of the transmitters reduces the number 
of current different inputs of the meters to one common input meter.  
With the proper sticky scale plate and adapter mounting plate, it  
reduces all meters to one type of meter for all existing panel mounts.   
In other words: One for All and All for One.

4. The SCADA/touch screen converts the 4-20mA C.L. to programmed 
commands for the PLC to control your process.

Follow the Signal & Digitize Your I&C in One Outage
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